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Summary


Industrial and Technology clusters are the
leading creators of wealth and high paying jobs.


Nationally



Regionally



The “Digital Thread” presents both an
opportunity and a challenge for these clusters.



A robust dialogue between “manufacturers” and
“techsters” can lead to increased
competitiveness, higher paying jobs, and new
business creation for the region.

Brookings Institution:

USA’s Advanced Industries* Drive Growth


17% of GDP / 90% of R&D / 25% of jobs



High Paying Jobs


Average $90k/yr. (2x other workers)



Pay grew 63%, after inflation (1975-2013)



Deep STEM and R&D links



1 M jobs added in these clusters since 2010



Cluster productivity up 5.4%/yr. (30% faster than rest
of the economy)

Advanced Industries encompass the “Tech Sector” at its broadest
and most consequential. Includes Manufacturing, Oil & Gas, High Tech
*

Services (software & system design).

Like Nationally, the Region’s Industrial
Sector* is the Top Creator of Economic
Wealth



Best blend of GRP and higher paying jobs
Tech sector is rising (Professional, Scientific, Info. Technologies)

Cluster

GRP
Rank

Industrial
Health
Tech

1
2
3

Jobs

Percent
22%
12%
8%

16k
16k
5k

Avg. Earnings Ratio Avg. Earn
($36K avg. all
sectors)
$58k
$45k
$49k

*Industrial Sector: Manufacturing (60%), Oil and Gas, Mining, Utility
Source: Networks Northwest

1.6k
1.2k
1.4k

Regional Tech Sector


In part a “place-based”
story…





TC NewTech
Silicon Bay
Dark Fiber
Venture North



And in part a Global
story…



Writing software, system
design, and digital
manufacturing can
happen anywhere

Digital Manufacturing
Digital Manufacturing is the seamless flow of data across the entire
value chain, linking every phase of the product life cycle. Think of
a “digital thread”, from product design, to sourcing, testing,
production, distribution, point of sale, product use.

Digital Manufacturing Examples


Big Data/Yield- Mining company found way to capture more data from
sensors, showing heretofore undetected fluctuations. Fixing this
increased yield by 3.7%, $20m/yr.



Big Data/New Product Development/IoT-local infrastructure products
manufacturer and tech company collaborate on adding "smart/sensor"
to base product, which leads to end-customer demand for two
additional products, all remote monitoring/ measurement/cloud incl.
third party stakeholder communications



Advanced Analytics- Auto mfg. combined online configurator with
purchasing data to identify options customers pay premium for,
improving gross margins by 30%.



Human Machine Interface- Logistics company developed “picking”
technology w augmented reality headsets on see through display,
reducing error rate by 40%.



Digital to Physical Transfer- Manufacturer builds new product through
3-D printing, with design crowdsourced from on-line community,
reducing new model development time from 6 years to 1.

Digital Manufacturing can help drive lower

costs, improve quality, speed the process, and
thereby improve profits and competitiveness.

5 Questions CEOs/Business Owners
Should Ask About Digital

Manufacturing:


1. How will digital disrupt my industry in next 5 years? [not
"if", but "how"]



2. Where is the value for my company? and how can we
maximize it?



3. How close is the Digital Revolution to my factory doors? and
where should we make investments?



4. What new capabilities/skills/mindsets will we need in our
company? How will we identify and attract this talent?



5. What should we pilot now to start this journey?

Brookings Call to Action


“In the end, it was clear that both Silicon Valley and
other regions can benefit if their advanced industry
communities can become meet-ups of software and
hardware competency. Given U.S. software dominance,
digitization looks to revolutionize more industries and
give them a new shot at competitiveness. Shouldn’t
ensuring that happens rapidly and successfully be part
of US and local strategies for advanced industry
leadership?”



Siemens:

“You need to have a software
culture now to be a manufacturer”.

Panelists:
Mike Groleau
Bradley Matson
Veronica Moyer
Russel Schindler
Kevin Schlueter
Gary Walker

RJG, Inc.
BetaBatch & The Kitchen Digital
iOmni, LLC
SampleServe and TC NewTech
Kalkaska Screw
EJ Group

Moderator:
Rachel Johnson

Cherryland Electric Cooperative

Discussion Questions:
1. What do we think about Brookings’ call to action?
2. How can we spark/enhance dialogue between
Industrial and Tech clusters?
3. How can we stimulate business creation in these
clusters?

Recommendations for GT
Manufacturing Council:


1. schedule deeper dive into Digital Manufacturing for
Council members (eg, next Summit?)



2. form small group to explore with Russ Schindler his
invitation for a "Manufacturing Night" at TCNewTech.

